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InÂ We Have Your Daughter:The Unsolved Murder of JonBenÃ©t Ramsey Twenty Years

Later,Â Emmy Award-winning investigative journalist Paula Woodward offers an unprecedented

insider perspective on the twentieth anniversary of one of the most heinous, sensationalized,

unsolved crimes in American history.Â Here for the first time, Woodward examines conversations

and information from all sides of those involved in the case. She shares information compiled during

the twenty years she reported on the murder, including private conversations with law enforcement

individuals directly involved in the case, their thoughts and dissections of what went wrong and right,

and who they now believe is the killer.Â Woodward has included drawings by JonBenÃ©t, letters

from her teachers, and photographs that show a normal, happy six-year-old whose life was cut short

in such a horrible manner. She shares portions of John Ramsey&apos;s private journal,where he

wrote of his torment and grief in the aftermath of the murder. And she recounts personal

conversations with JonBenÃ©t&apos;s mother prior to her death from cancer in 2006.

JonBenÃ©t&apos;s brother Burke talks publicly for the first and only time about his sister&apos;s

death and how it affected the family and his life.We have Your Daughter is an extraordinary work of

journalism, twenty years in the making. It depicts a family under siege with their guilt or innocence

still openly questioned. This book allows readers to decide in this heartbreaking story - was it

Ramsey or an unknown intruder?
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Not only does this book include copies of the actual police reports and statements from family and

others, it also includes bits of JonBenet. Her one and only report card, a photo of a turtle she made



from a paper plate, other bits we have never seen.I admit I do have a couple questions and see one

thing I can't wrap my mind around so will try to confirm for myself, but half-way through the book

with one big doubt is good odds for me here.My biggest complaint is she avoids using names. A

friend went with John to the basement. His name is FLEET WHITE. Someone supported Patsy

when she left the den to see her daughter's body. Her name was BARB FERNIE. I don't know why

she hesitated to use names but I wrote them in my copy to make it, imo, a better book.This book is

well worth the money. Buy it, really READ it, write in the margins. This Iis a keeper for sure and I

think in years to come will be referenced as much as the Schiller/Brennan book.

Got through the first few chapters, and could tell is was glossing over a lot of things. It seems biased

towards the family and does not provide much in the way to keep me interested reading further.

Hard to believe this is from a journalist. There is no attempt at impartiality. The author criticizes

others for interpreting things so that they comply with their theory, but does exactly that herself. She

became way to close to the Ramseys to ever be objective. A difficult read.
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